
Movie Descriptions, April, 2017
04/01/17 2:00 AM The Silent Fall Two Hours 2006 Color

Miles Anderson, Leon Clingman,
Aaliyah Madyun, Matthew
Rutherford, Justin Smith

The Silent Fall is a 2006 South African drama
film set in and around Cape Town, focusing
on the AIDS problem of Africa.

The story is set in motion after the brutal murder of a South African doctor who is on the brink of discovering a break through generic AIDS drug. If found to be
successful, the cost-effective drug could cripple pharmaceutical giant, the Kingdom Corporation. The story explodes into a web of intrigue and danger as Kingdom's role in
the doctor's death is brought into question. This, and a continent in the grips of a heartless pandemic, provide the dramatic backdrop against which heroine Dr. Thandie
Khumalo's personal journey unfolds. She struggles to come to terms with her beloved colleague's murder and the loss of her friends and family to the pandemic which she
has dedicated her life to fighting. Vying for her heart and mind as she searches for the truth are Lucas De Villiers, the charming yet ruthless CEO of Kingdom, and
handsome fellow doctor Josh Kingsley.

04/01/17 9PM Fireproof Two Hours 2008 Color Kirk Cameron, Erin Bethea and Ken
Bevel

In an attempt to save his marriage, A
firefighter uses a 40-day experiment known as
"The Love Dare".

At work, inside burning buildings, Capt. Caleb Holt lives by the old firefighter's adage: Never leave your partner behind. At home, in the cooling embers of his marriage,
he lives by his own rules. Growing up, Catherine Holt always dreamed of marrying a loving, brave firefighter...just like her daddy. Now, after seven years of marriage,
Catherine wonders when she stopped being "good enough" for her husband. Regular arguments over jobs, finances, housework, and outside interests have readied them
both to move on to something with more sparks. As the couple prepares to enter divorce proceedings, Caleb's father challenges his son to commit to a 40-day experiment:
"The Love Dare." Wondering if it's even worth the effort, Caleb agrees-for his father's sake more than for his marriage. When Caleb discovers the book's daily challenges
are tied into his parents' newfound faith, his already limited interest is further dampened. While trying to stay true to his promise, Caleb becomes frustrated time and again.
He finally asks his father, "How am I supposed to show love to somebody who constantly rejects me?" When his father explains that this is the love Christ shows to us,
Caleb makes a life-changing commitment to love God. And with God's help he begins to understand what it means to truly love his wife. But is it too late to fireproof his
marriage? His job is to rescue others. Now Caleb Holt is ready to face his toughest job ever...rescuing his wife's heart.

4/3/2017 2:00 AM Treasure of San
Gennaro 2 hours 1968 Color Nino Manfredi

A group of men plan to heist a treasure
belonging to Naple's patron saint, but they run
into the local Mafia don.

04/04/17 2:00 AM That Uncertain
Feeling 2 hours 1941 B/W Merle Oberon/Burgess Meredith

A happily married woman sees a
psychoanalyst about her chronic hiccups.
Soon she is unhappy with her husband, but he
uses his own unique brand of psychology to
win her back.

A happily married woman sees a psychoanalyst about her chronic hiccups.  Soon she is unhappy with her husband, but he uses his own unique brand of psychology to win
her back.

04/05/17 2:00 AM Scaramouche Two Hours 1952 Color Stewart Granger, Janet Leigh, Eleanor
Parker

After Andre Moreau finds he is the secret
bastard son of a recently deceased noble, he
realizes that it is his own sister that he's
romantically drawn to.

Andre-Louis Moreau is a nobleman’s bastard in the days of the French revolution  Noel, the Marquis de Mayne, a nobleman in love with the Queen, is ordered to seek the
hand of a young ingenue, Aline, in marriage.  Andre also mets Aline, and forms and interest in her.  But when the marquis kills his best friend, Andre declares himself the
Marquis' enemy and vows to avenge his friend  He hides out, a wanted man, as an actor in a commedia troupe and spends his days learning how to handle a sword and
becomes a spadassinicide, challenging opposing National Assembly members to duels they have no hope of winning.

04/05/17 9pm So, who is this
Jesus one hour 1999 Color presented by: Russell Boulter

So -- who is this Jesus? Russell Boulter
provides answers to the question in a down-to-
earth, no nonsense style. This program has
been designed specifically to help people with
no previous knowledge of Jesus to have a
better understanding of who He is.

Two thousand years ago a man was born who changed the course of history. He was a carpenter. As an adult he never traveled more than 60 miles. He was betrayed by one
of his twelve followers and executed for crimes he did not commit. Today, even in an age of skepticism and materialism, there are millions of people from all walks of life
who passionately believe in him--and who claim he has radically changed their lives. His name is familiar to us all -- even if only as a swear word. But who is he -- who is
this Jesus? Russell Boulter provides answers to the question in a down-to-earth, no nonsense style. This program has been designed specifically to help people with no
previous knowledge of Jesus to have a better understanding of who He is. For those who already know Jesus, it will give them an even greater understanding of Jesus' life
and the joy of knowing him better.

04/06/17 2:00 AM Little Princess 2 Hours 1939 Color Shirley Temple, Richard Greene,
Anita Louise

A little girl is left by her father in an exclusive
seminary for girls, due to her father having to
go to Africa with the army.

When her father, Captain Crewe, goes off to fight in the Boer War, young Sara Crewe is placed into the care of Amanda Minchin, the head of an exclusive private school
for girls. Sara lives a wonderful life of a privileged child and is quite happy in her surroundings. When her father is listed as missing in action however, her life goes from
one of plenty to that of a poor house maid. Mrs. Minchin agrees to keep her on at the school, but in the absence of her tuition payments, she has to work for her keep. She
is soon cleaning out the fireplace and scrubbing floors and is dubbed the little princess by her former schoolmates. She also refuses to accept that her father is dead and
prowls the hospitals in the hope of locating him.

4/6/2017 9:00 PM 1500 steps Two Hours 2014 Color Alex Fechine, Jack Matthews, Laura
Benson, Leanne McKessey

1500 Steps is a transforming journey towards
self belief and brilliance. A cross between
Chariots of Fire and The Karate Kid, this high
school drama is set in the beautiful, Sydney,
beach suburb of Cronulla.

Jonas “Jobe” O’Brien, a homely, sixteen year old boy, lives in a struggling single parent family. His mother dead, his father is an alcoholic, who was once a champion
runner. Jobe, a misfit and loner, has inherited his father’s athletic ability and love for running.

After a fatal mistake at a party, Jobe seeks revenge against the perpetrator, as an emotion and power wells within him that he has never experienced before.

A retired ex-Olympian, Harry White, sets about mentoring his athletic ability when by chance he sees Jobe run. It is now up to Harry White to encourage Jobe to dig deep
and decide what type of man he wants to become.

A touching coming of age story, 1500 Steps is guaranteed to be a hit with audiences of all ages.

04/08/17 2AM Voyage of the Yes 2 Hours 1973 Color Desi Arnaz Jr., Mike Evans, Beverly
Garland, Skip Homeier

Two teenagers set out on a 2000 mile sailboat
journey from California to Hawaii.

Two teenagers set out on a 2000 mile sailboat journey from California to Hawaii.  Along the way they battle both the elements and their own mistrust of one another in
what starts out as a pleasure cruise.  The film deals with a lot of issues from race relations to trust.

04/08/17 9PM Repeat
Performance Two Hours 1999 Color Joseph Manning & Lisa Crittenden

Teenage Sean accidentally hits and kills a boy
with his car, and he is pursued not for justice,
but with the love that hopes that he might
come to know the forgiveness of Jesus Christ.
Including some scenes of drunkenness and
depravity, this movie demonstrates a Christian
worldview of God saving a man in despair

Driving back from a party, where a friend is driving Sean's car, they hit and kill a little boy. Now, Sean is on the run and his grandparents, his guardian, his music teacher,
and even the parents of the slain boy are trying to reach him with the love and forgiveness of Jesus Christ. Sean has real problems; there is real jeopardy; and, there is real
dialogue. The movie addresses all the lusts, desires and sins which people face in everyday life. In the midst of his downward spiral, Sean catches a glimpse of Graham
preaching, as he tries to switch from the evening news which addresses the fatal accident in which he was involved. He has to play at a rock concert which turns out to
have been sponsored by a church. In between the concert segments, an MTV-like excerpt of Graham's teaching is shown. However, it is not Graham who leads Sean to
Jesus Christ, it is God working through many people, and therefore the storyline is extremely satisfying and involving.

4/10/2017 2:00 AM One of Our Air
Craft is Missing 2 hours 1941 B/W Godfrey Tearle

Six RAF airmen endeavor to get back to
England after being shot down over Nazi-
occupied Netherlands.

4/11/2017 2:00 AM Scott of the
Antarctic

2 hours 1948 B/W John Mills The true-life adventure of the man who strove
to be the first to the South Pole.

04/12/17 2:00 AM My Man Godfrey 2 hours 1936 B/W William Powell,Carole Lombard

During the Great Depression, a party game
brings a dizzy socialite to the city dump where
she meets Godfrey, a derelict and ends up
hiring him as the family butler. She falls for
him, but he doesn’t like the idea of servant
employer romance.

During the Great Depression, a party game brings a dizzy socialite to the city dump where she meets Godfrey, a derelict and ends up hiring him as the family butler. She
falls for him, but he doesn’t like the idea of servant employer romance.

04/13/17 2:00 AM The Last Time I
Saw Paris 2 Hours 1954 Color Elizabeth Taylor, Van Johnson,

Walter Pidgeon

Charles returns to Paris to reminisce about the
life he led in Paris after it was liberated. He
worked on "Stars and Stripes" when he met
Marion and Helen. He would marry and be
happy staying in Paris after his discharge and
working for a news organization. He would try
to write his great novel and that would come
between Charlie, his wife and his daughter.

After an absence of two years, Charles Wills returns to his favorite bar and reminisces about his love affair with Helen Ellswirth at the end of World War II. Charles was
an army Lieutenant writing for Stars and Stripes at the time and she the daughter of a one-time rich man who has always lived a life of luxury. They are a study in contrasts
- he is level-headed and serious while she is fun loving and carefree - but they eventually marry and Charles continues as a civilian reporter while writing the great
American novel. His lack of success as a writer weighs heavily on him but but his fun-loving wife parties on.

04/13/17 9:00 PM Almost Home Two Hours 2015 Color

Bella Mancuso, Emily Miller, Erica
House, Grace Brown, Jeff Alexander,

John Lina, Olivia Rough, Paul
Thomas, Robert Hatfield, Tom

Dunbar

Rachel Baines is a mature, responsible 11-year
old girl. Her mother Valerie spends her days
working as the office manager at an
accounting firm and her nightstrying to take
care of the home that belongs to her dad,
Doyle - who is a recent widower and now a
resident at a nearby nursing home.

Rachel Baines is a mature, responsible 11-year old girl. Her mother Valerie spends her days working as the office manager at an accounting firm and her nightstrying to
take care of the home that belongs to her dad, Doyle – who is a recent widower and now a resident at a nearby nursing home.

Each afternoon Rachel makes the short trek home from the school bus stop – always under the watchful eye Miss Edna, her caring, but nosey neighbor. But today Rachel’s
afternoon will head in a new direction. Her grandfather Doyle is out for a walk, on a mission it seems, to find his daughter (Rachel’s mother) and Rachel is convinced to
join in the adventure. However, Doyle’s memory isn’t what it once was and the soon find themselves lost.

Valarie must enlist the help of friends and neighbors, as well as the local police, to find them. In the end, it is prayer and a strong belief in God’s mercy and protection that
lead Valarie, Doyle and Rachel to the answers they’re searching for.

04/14/17 9:00 PM The Six Miracles of
Calvary 1 hour 2014 Color Mart De Haan, Shannon Wexelberg

ncrease your awe for God, His power, and His
unfailing love through this historical and
reflective view of the miracles surrounding the
death and resurrection of Christ.

The Six Miracles of Calvary looks historically and reflectively at these remarkable events surrounding the death and resurrection of Christ. In interviews with leading
scholars, the meaning and purpose of each occurrence is examined, highlighting its significance to Christ’s suffering and relevance to the challenges faced by those who
follow Him. Filmed on location in Israel and featuring singer-songwriter Shannon Wexelberg, this absorbing program recaptures the Easter story and increases awe for
God, His power, and His unfailing love.

04/15/17 2:00 AM British Intelligence 2 Hours 1940 B/W Boris Karloff, Margaret Lindsay,
Bruce Lester

Although the home of cabinet minister Arthur
Bennett is a hotbed of spies, moles, and
double agents, no one knows the true identity
of notorious German spymaster Strendler

Despite it becoming preachy in the end, this little film is a fun secret agent, double crossing, triple, hell, even quadruple crossing movie that has some real fun twists to
keep you guessing who's the good guys (British!) and who's the bad guy (Nazi!) Karloff here plays a butler to a high ranking official in the british government. But wait,
who is he really? This was one of the best movies I've seen Karloff in actually. A lot of fun here.

04/15/17 9PM The Tomb of Jesus Two Hours 2011 Color Simon Brown-Host
Simon Brown's team visit two tombs believed
to be the tombs where Jesus Christ was laid
and later rose.

In this documentary , Simon Brown's team visit two tombs believed to be the tombs where Jesus Christ was laid and later rose. However Jesus could not have been laid
and risen from both tombs, which one is the genuine one? Is there any evidence to support the fact that either of these sites is the genuine one?

04/17/17 2:00 AM The Jackie
Robinson Story 2 Hours 1950 B/W Jackie Robinson, Ruby Dee, Minor

Watson

Biography of Jackie Robinson, the first black
major league baseball player in the 20th
century. Traces his career in the negro leagues
and the major leagues.

The film begins with Robinson as a boy. He is given a worn-out baseball glove by a stranger impressed by his fielding skills. As a young man, he becomes a multi-sport
star at the University of California, Los Angeles, but as he nears graduation, he worries about his future. His older brother Mack was also an outstanding college athlete
and graduate, but the only job he could get was that of a lowly street cleaner. When America enters World War II, Robinson is drafted, serving as an athletic director.
Afterward, he plays baseball with a professional African-American team. However, the constant travel keeps him away from his college sweetheart, Rae. Then one day,
Brooklyn Dodgers scout Clyde Sukeforth invites him to meet Branch Rickey, president of the Major League Baseball team. At first, Robinson considers the offer to be a
practical joke, as African Americans are not allowed to play in the segregated major leagues. When he is convinced that the opportunity is genuine, he and Rickey size
each other up. After thinking over Rickey's warning about the hatred and abuse he would have to endure without being able to strike back, Robinson signs with the
Dodgers' International League farm team, the Montreal Royals. Though he wants to delay marrying Rae to shield her, she insists on an immediate wedding so she can
support her man in the trying times ahead.

04/18/17 2:00 AM Little Lord
Fontleroy 2 Hours 1936 B/W  Freddie Bartholomew,  Dolores

Costello,  C. Aubrey Smith

An American boy turns out to be the long-lost
heir of a British fortune. He is sent to live with
the cold and unsentimental lord who oversees
the trust.

After the death of Cedric ('Ceddie')'s English father, he and his mother live together in Brooklyn. Cedric's grandfather, the Earl of Dorincourt, had disowned Cedric's father
when he married an American. But when the Earl's remaining son dies, he accepts Cedric as Lord Fauntleroy, his heir, and the Earl sends for Cedric and his mother. Cedric
uses the first of his newly found wealth to do some favors for his old friends, and then heads to England, where he must try to overcome the Earl's dislike for Cedric's
mother.

04/19/17 2:00 AM Til the Clouds Roll
By 3 Hours 1946 Color Robert Walker, Van Heflin, Lucille

Bremer

Light bio-pic of American Broadway pioneer
Jerome Kern, featuring renditions of the
famous songs from his musical plays by
contemporary stage artists, including a
condensed production of his most famous:
'Showboat'.

On the success of his latest and most elaborate Broadway musical "Show Boat", composer Jerome Kern reminisces to his chauffeur about his life that led to this point. He
talks about: his long time friendship with arranger James Hessler who in large part helped him hone his craft, and who himself wanted to get out of arranging to focus on
composing serious music; how he overcame the mentality of the time of Broadway producers of featuring the English music halls revues; how he met an English country
lass named Eva Leale, who would become Mrs. Kern; his near death experience in almost boarding the ill-fated Lusitania sailing, the liner which was ultimately torpedoed
and sank on that sailing; his longtime friendship with Hessler's daughter, Sally Hessler, whose want, as an adult, to be a Broadway performer led to a certain estrangement;
and the specific events that led to the creation of "Show Boat" with lyricist Oscar Hammerstein II. With the advent of talking pictures, Kern's music, both existing songs as
well as new songs written expressly for, would hit a broader audience through Hollywood movies.

04/20/17 2:00 AM The Lion at the
World's End Two Hours 1972 Color Bill Travers, Virginia McKenna,

George Adamson

The astonishing true story of a zoo-born lion
who found himself in the pet department of
Harrods, then the cellar of an antique shop in
Chelsea, and ultimately the wilds of Africa.

Motivated by compassion and a sense of justice, the internationally respected team of Virginia McKenna, Bill Travers and George Adamson set about returning Christian
the Lion to his natural habitat in Africa. This film, first seen as a cinema release, charts the complete story from fashionable antique shop, to Bill Travers and Virginia
McKenna's home in the Surrey hills to a life with wild lions in Africa, under the watchful eye of lion-man George Adamson, proving that even after four generations in
captivity, wild lions are born to be free.

04/20/17 9:00 PM An Ordinary Hero Two Hours 2013 Color

Bennie Thompson, Dion Diamond,
Dorie Ladner, Ed King, Eric

Etheridge, Hank Thomas, Jerry
Mitchell, Joan Mulholland, John R.
Salter Jr., Joyce Ladner, Luvaughn

Brown, Reginald Green, Robert
Luckett

The amazing true story of one white Southern
woman's courage to choose her convictions
and join the Civil Rights Movement.

An Ordinary Hero: The True Story of Joan Trumpauer Mulholland – The amazing true story of one young woman’s courage to help change the world.  As a little girl
growing up in the South, Joan Trampauer Mulholland witnessed the ugly realities of segregation and racism first hand and vowed to one day do something about it.

By the time she was 19 years old, Joan had already participated in over three dozen sit-ins and protets when she was put on death row in Mississippi’s notorious Parchment
Penitentiary after joining the Freedom Rides… but that was just he beginning of an incredible true story that has captivated millions around the world.

04/22/17 2:00 AM Captain Calamity 2 Hours 1936 Color George Houston, Marian Nixon, Vince
Barnett

A South Seas skipper fights off thieves and
pirates who are after a lost treasure.

In the South Seas, Bill Jones, captain of the schooner "Marigold", is known as Captain Calamity as he is quick to fight or frolic. Stone broke on the island of Quica and
with his ship in need or re-stocking, Bill accepts an ancient Spanish doubloon from a young Australian named Carr in exchange for taking him to Tapillo, where Carr can
take a ship to Sydney. Bill gives the doubloon to trader Joblin for supplies, and does not bother to correct the trader's impression that he has found a fabulous horde of
pirate gold. With Madame Gruen, a slatternly jade who runs a waterfront boarding house, and Samson, her oily paramour, Joblin schemes to seize Captain Bill's supposed
treasure trove. Together, they gather a a crew of cutthroats, led by Black Pierre, leader of the scum of the waterfront dives, to seize the treasure

04/22/17 9PM Something to Sing
About (BGEA) 2 Hours 2000 Color

Irma P. Hall, Darius McCrary Kirk
Franklin, Tamera Mowry, Rashaan

Nall, Helen Martin

The storyline revolves around a young man,
Tommy, an ex-convict who is trying to start a
new and better life.  The film opens as
Tommy, played by Darius McCrary, is reading
a newspaper, trying to find a job.  He
eventually finds God.

Something to Sing tells the story of TNT, an African American ex-con.  While TNT is standing in a grocery store aisle, an elderly woman named Memaw overhearsa him
singing and admires his voice.  She invites him into her home, feeds him, and ultimately helps lead him to Christ by turning her television to a ministerial broadcast during
supper.  Now reformed- with a new recycling job that he finds through one of Memaw;s friends TNT begins a new romance with Memaw's granddaughter Lilly and finds
new life in the church choir.  When a friend steeped in gang violence and disapproval from a local elderly man threaten to dampen TVT's spirits, a surprising twist brings
him unexpected media exposure and attention as a singer.

04/24/17 2:00 AM Nothing Sacred 2 Hours 1937 Color Carole Lombard, Fredric March,
Charles Winninger

To redeem himself after a hoax, reporter
Wallace Cook proposes a series of stories on
doomed Hazel Flagg. Hazel discovers she
really doesn't have radium poisoning, but still
accepts the big fling in New York that Cook
offers her. At first, she has a great time, but
complications arise when she and Wally fall in
love, and an Austrian specialist discovers that
Hazel is faking.

Hazel Flagg of Warsaw, Vermont receives the news that her terminal case of radium poisoning from a workplace incident was a complete misdiagnosis with mixed
emotions. She is happy not to be dying, but she, who has never traveled the world, was going to use the money paid to her by her factory to go to New York in style. She
believes her dreams can still be realized when Wally Cook arrives in town. He is a New York reporter with the Morning Star newspaper. He believes that Hazel's valiant
struggle concerning her impending death is just the type of story he needs to resurrect his name within reporting circles after a recent story he wrote led to scandal and a
major demotion at the newspaper.

04/25/17 2:00 AM The Outlaw 2 Hours 1943 Color Jack Buetel, Thomas Mitchell, Jane
Russell

Western legends Pat Garrett, Doc Holliday
and Billy the Kid are played against each other
over the law and the attentions of vivacious
country vixen Rio McDonald.

Newly appointed sheriff Pat Garrett is pleased when his old friend Doc Holliday arrives in Lincoln, New Mexico on the stage. Doc is trailing his stolen horse, and it is
discovered in the possession of Billy the Kid. In a surprising turnaround, Billy and Doc become friends. This causes the friendship between Doc and Pat to cool. The odd
relationship between Doc and Billy grows stranger when Doc hides Billy at his girl, Rio's, place after Billy is shot. She falls for Billy, although he treats her very badly.
Interaction between these four is played out against an Indian attack before a final showdown reduces the group's number.

04/26/17 2:00 AM X Marks the Spot 2 Hours 1942 B/W Damian O'Flynn, Helen Parrish, Dick
Purcell |

Police Sergeant Tim Delaney (Robert
Homans) is killed while trying to prevent a
gang from carrying out a daring robbery.

It's 1942. rubber is a valuable commodity during WW2. Eddie Delaney is a second lieutenant in the army, but also a private detective. Eddy swings into action, when his
father, police-sergeant Timothy J. Delaney, is gunned down by rubber racketeers. With the help of his brave friend and radio disc jockey Linda Ward and police-lieutenant
William 'Bill' Decker, Eddy goes after the racketeers. Eddie, Linda and Bill have during their search to deal with various criminals, like Marty Clark and the unscrupulous
businessman and owner of the nightclub 'The Spot', John J. Underwood.

04/27/17 2:00 AM War of the
Wildcats 2 Hours 1943 B/W John Wayne, Martha Scott, Albert

Dekker

In 1906, on Oklahoma's Indian lands, a
cowboy fights for oil lease rights against a
greedy oilman while a pretty schoolteacher
steals both men's hearts. Also known as "In
Old Oklahoma"

Eastern school teacher Catherine Allen becomes notorious in 1906 when it is learned that she has authored a romance novel. She decides to move West and begin a new
life. On the train, oil man Jim Gardner makes a pass at her. Catherine asks a cowboy, Dan Somers, to sit nearby as a safety measure. Both are on their way to Oklahoma,
with stagecoach driver Despirit Dean tagging along with his friend Dan. Many people in Sapulpa are upset with Jim's business tactics. A farmer feels he was paid too little
for his property after Jim discovers oil there. Jim is furious when Dan strongly discourages Chief Big Tree from selling Indian land at too low an offer. Dan travels to
Washington, D.C., to ask President Theodore Roosevelt about oil rights. He fought for Teddy and the Rough Riders a few years before. Teddy offers him a chance to
transport thousands of barrels of oil to a Tulsa refinery to win the rights over Jim, which leads to Jim's hired man, the Cherokee Kid, setting off an explosion and
sabotaging the trip.

04/27/17 9:00 PM Angels In Our
Midst Two Hours 2007 Color Ryan Sotzen, Therese Boyich,

Matthew Vuckovich

Outcast by most of the children in the junior
high school he attends, Tobey Marshall has
been deeply traumatized by the death of his
parents at the World Trade Center on 9/11.

Outcast by most of the children in the junior high school he attends, Tobey Marshall has been deeply traumatized by the death of his parents at the World Trade Center on
9/11. Living with his Uncle Nick and Jannah, Tobey is a loner who has created his own world where he believes he is protected by a guardian angel. A young girl named
Suzy, whose own beliefs are in question, befriends Tobey and by doing so discovers that they have more in common than she ever expected. Suzy has captured the fancy
of Jim Doder, a popular basketball player at school, who leads a double life as the gang leader in a series of local home burglaries. When Suzy rejects Jim’s affections and
her relationship with Tobey continues, Jim makes life difficult for both of them. After one of Doder’s gang is arrested in a botched burglary attempt, Tobey is framed. In
the dramatic and exciting climax, Tobey must prove his innocence to Suzy and the whole school by facing reality and confronting Jim Doder in public.

04/29/17 2:00 AM Escape from
Sobibor 3 Hours 1987 Color Alan Arkin, Joanna Pacula, Rutger

Hauer

During WWII, the death camp at Treblinka
had an escape, causing the Commandant at a
similar camp in Sobibor to vow that his camp
would never experience the same thing. But
those who were its captives, the Jewish
laborers that had been spared from the ovens,
knew that they were on borrowed time and
that their only hope was to escape... the only
question was how to do it.

The historical recreation of the escape from the Nazi Death Camp Sobibor, where approximately one-quarter million Jews were executed. Of approximately 600 prisoners
who attempted escaped in October 1943, around 300 succeeded. However, nearly all were ultimately recaptured; only about 60 people survived Sobibor.

04/29/17 9pm Cry From the
Mountain 2 Hours 1986 Color Wes Parker, Rita Walter, Chris Kidd,

James Cavan (II), Coleen Gray

While on a wilderness kayak adventure in
Alaska, a father and son confront family
conflicts and survive an accident with the help
of a reclusive and religious mountain man.

Although an Alaskan kayaking adventure with his son, Cal, was supposed to be a once-in-a-lifetime experience, Larry couldn't stop thinking about the problems he left at
home. But in a split second, home seemed like a world away. A serious accident and an encounter with a strange mountain man were about to change their lives forever.
Cry From The Mountain is an inspiring story about the power of God's love to heal shattered lives.
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